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About This Game

GOOD NEWS EVERYONE: By purchasing the game, you actually get two games now: 1) The original The Vanishing of
Ethan Carter, 2) The Unreal Engine 4 remaster called The Vanishing of Ethan Carter Redux. Please see this link for details.

The Vanishing of Ethan Carter is a first-person story-driven mystery game that focuses entirely on exploration and discovery. It
contains no combat or explosions of any kind. If our game leaves any scars, we hope you won’t be able to see them.

You play the game as Paul Prospero, an occult-minded detective who receives a disturbing letter from Ethan Carter. Realizing
the boy is in grave danger, Paul arrives at Ethan’s home of Red Creek Valley, where things turn out to be even worse than he
imagined. Ethan has vanished in the wake of a brutal murder, which Paul quickly discerns might not be the only local murder

worth looking into.

Inspired by the weird fiction (and other tales of the macabre) from the early twentieth century, The Vanishing of Ethan Carter
aims to significantly evolve immersive storytelling in games. While it features a private detective and quite a few mental

challenges, The Vanishing of Ethan Carter is not an especially puzzle-ridden game. Our focus is on atmosphere, mood, and the
essential humanity of our characters.

Still, the discoveries won’t happen on their own, or without your help. Using both Paul’s supernatural skill of being able to
communicate with the dead, and your own powers of observation, you will discover the mystery behind a trail of corpses, the

roots of a dark ancient force lurking in Red Creek Valley, and the fate of a missing boy.
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Explore and interact with the beautiful yet ominous world of Red Creek Valley, which was created with the use of
revolutionary photogrammetry technology that allows for nearly photorealistic environments.

Communicate with the dead and see how they died in order to gather clues that help you piece together the truth
behind Ethan’s disappearance -- and the fate of his family.

Experience, in non-linear fashion, a story that combines the pleasures of pulp, private eye, and horror fiction, all
of it inspired by writers such as Raymond Chandler, Algernon Blackwood, Stefan Grabinski, and H. P. Lovecraft.

Conduct the investigation on your own terms and at your own pace. Although there are a few scary bits in the
game, players will have no need for sedatives. Our game is less about terror and more about clammy unease.
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Title: The Vanishing of Ethan Carter
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
The Astronauts
Publisher:
The Astronauts
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Czech
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It's one of the best example in "walking simulator" genre also super encouraging for learning the unreal engine and
photogeometry technic.. Brilliant! Awesome!
I can't find words to describe this masterpiece!
Great story, awesome graphics and environment (the best I've seen so far), awesome music and voice-overs, good puzzles, great
atmosphere.
The only "bad" thing is the short lenght.
But it's so good, so breathtaking, so engaging, I can only tell everyone to play it. You'll never forget the experience!. What a
great and interesting game, loved the puzzles and the story, and has a nice twist at the end.
Very recommended to walking sim and casual gaming fans.. I have not played many games, but this was the best. From start to
the very end.. I played the Redux version (UE4) and it's an absolutely stunning game. The music is stellar, artistic details
amazing, and unfolding the mystery was very enjoyable. For about 3 hours of gameplay, I don't think I can recommend it at full
price ($19.99), but this is definitely worth the experience if you see it on sale!
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More people should play this masterpiece!. Pro:
Try it out if you like aesthetically pleasing games, it has stunning visuals and a beautiful soundtrack.
The story is also very interesting, has some lovecraftian vibes to it from time to time.

Con:
Puzzles are quite easy and you will probably only need about 5 hours to finish this game. Also you may not like the twist at the
end.

Would definitely recommend this game nevertheless ;)
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